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Ruschlikon – The Next 10 Years
We all now have our tickets booked and are looking forward to our ten year celebrations in
Rüschlikon this June.
2019 has been an extremely active year already with many companies implementing the new 201610 message format and benefiting from two-way query functionality.
We have also been working very actively on the ACORD Global Reinsurance and Large Commercial
end-to-end processing model. Many organisation’s are now extending the accounting and claims
messaging functionality into placing and cash reconciliation. There are a number of special events to
promote this approach over the coming months so keep a close watch for these.
Many of our members are also looking at newer technologies and we see the messaging capability
being deployed via direct message relationships, market hubs, trading portals, and distributed ledger
technologies.
These are exciting times, with a fast moving pace of change and I look forward to working with all of
you on our plan for the next ten years.
This all happens thanks to a strong, professional, and dedicated community. The team have travelled
many miles, committed and volunteered thousands of hours, all in addition to regular commitments
at work. This is all because the community has a passion to make our industry better, and as strong
as it can be. I thank all of you for your contributions however big or small in making a difference.
Simon Squires | AXA XL & Ruschlikon Group Chair

Ruschlikon Explores Blockchain
At a joint workshop in London, 16-17 January 2019 Ruschlikon and B3i gathered professionals, to
identify common opportunities, touchpoints, and to establish an initial cooperation framework. The
group considered business and technical dimensions and identified several key focus areas over the
course of the workshop.
Ruschlikon began with the desire to eliminate paper & spreadsheets from the industry and
streamline the operational processes using the ACORD Global Reinsurance and Large Commercial
(GRLC) Data Standards. Additionally this is soon to now to be complemented by a Ruschlikon Placing
Committee as well providing a full set of processes and standards through the whole commercial
insurance transaction.
With Ruschlikon and DLT initiatives working together, there are opportunities to build on existing
Ruschlikon initiatives and ACORD assets to further improve the quality, consistency and efficiency of
information exchange between parties. In turn, this reduces the need for the compensatory
processes that have been developed to deal with aspects such as information asymmetry, timing of
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information exchange, lack of transparency of process state/action, and the variability of information
exchange formats and channels.
DLT providers are focused on developing distributed applications and a market-wide Business
Network, leveraging Distributed Ledger Technologies, ACORD Standards including the ACORD
Reference Architecture, and other assets to support a frictionless execution of the risk transfer
process, enabling integration and automation while fostering the adoption of standardised data
models.
Moving forwards Ruschlikon are looking to arrange a two day workshop to document, deliver and
publish a set of process maps, guidelines, and standards for any DLT provider to build a Global
Reinsurance & Large Commercial application with so they can be Ruschlikon & ACORD compliant.
Simon Squires | AXA XL & Ruschlikon Group Chair

Ruschlikon & ACORD Attend 'La Semana Del Seguro'
Mapfre Re hosted a session at the 'Semana del Seguro' (Insurance week) in Madrid, with the title
'Towards a Digital Insurance Industry'.
After a welcome and introduction by Mª Teresa González Vargas, Regional Director Spain-IsraelPortugal & Innovation Director at MAPFRE RE, the audience participated in a survey about the
appetite of the industry for digitalization. 90% of the respondents were of the opinion that the
Spanish market is ready to advance towards digital interactions, though 40% would like to test it
first.
Bill Pieroni, CEO at ACORD, presented the ACORD ‘Digital
Maturity Study’ highlighting the importance of technology
investment. Simon Squires, Senior Operations Lead at AXA XL
and Ruschlikon Steering Committee Chair, then presented on
the Ruschlikon community and explained the benefits of
standardization and digitalization of back-office processes.
Following sessions continued with testimonials from Mapfre
Re, Swiss Re and SCOR on their experiences using ACORD
standards and Ruschlikon best practices.
The session concluded with an invitation to the audience to jointly launch a new Ruschlikon
implementation group in Spain.
Susana Perez Camara | Swiss Re
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Industry Leaders Agree Concrete Steps Towards ACORD Based e-Placing
In Reinsurance
The session started with a re-cap of the first workshop held last year in Zurich. The morning was
spent on the ACORD standard itself. In order to set the basis and foster mutual understanding, Tim
Pledger of Acord explained the key process flows and data in detail. This then paved the way for indepth discussions on the standards’ suitability from a business perspective, i.e. to digitally provide
the relevant key risk information to operationally support the risk placement and subsequent postplacement activities.
Some participants answered the question: “Is it fit for purpose?”
based on a performed, in-depth analysis and detailed review of
potentially missing pieces. Others reported on their real
experience with the standard or discussed more based on
individual ambitions.
Interestingly, with some gaps identified and few items remaining
for clarification, all participants came to the same conclusion that the ACORD e-Placing standard was perceived the only
suitable starting base for standardising placing activities. Open
items could be addressed going forward by working together
with implementation initiatives. It was also encouraging to hear
that the brokers representatives as well as Lloyd’s, who acted on
behalf of the London Market TOM initiatives PPL and SDC, clearly
recognised the benefits of the ACORD e-Placing standard, and
partially already agreed to align their proprietary platforms by
enriching them towards ACORD e-placing standards.
With the “what” agreed i.e. ACORD electronic placing, the afternoon centred on the “how” and
“when”. Participants opted for the Ruschlikon style model, replicating the set-up and governance of
the existing Ruschlikon Back-office community. With the branding and proven structure, it was
considered the most promising operating approach, ensuring synergy, unification and coordination.
The Ruschlikon Steering Committee has officially approved the “Ruschlikon e-Placing Group”.
Using the current momentum, the group has already engaged into the next steps. Carriers are getting
together to define their common perspective on the minimum requirements with regards to process
flows and data requirements. They are keen on consistent process flows as well as rich risk exposure
data and contractual terms/conditions of signed lines, which then could be used down-stream in the
post-placement activities.
Brokers on the other hand started to share their experience and compliance of internal processes
with the ACORD e-placing standard. In the end, the dialogue should enable a well-balanced approach
between carriers’ desire for “as much as possible” with brokers’ capabilities to provide effective
interaction.
The next meeting of the group is scheduled on 8th May hosted by
Hannover Re and a broader update on e-Placing is planned during
the Ruschlikon General Assembly event in Rüschlikon on 6th June.
Jürgen Heck | SCOR
Terry Calthorpe | Guy Carpenter & Marketing Group Co-Chair
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Ruschlikon & ACORD Claims Movement Event
ACORD recently hosted a workshop on the benefits of the Claim Movement message.
There was a welcome and introduction from Richard Brame from Willis Towers Watson who is the
chair of Ruschlikon UK group which instigated the session. The event included presentations from
Enrico Alessandri from Swiss Re and Terry Calthorpe from Guy Carpenter focusing on the benefits of
using the ECOT CM messages, and how the two companies ECOT messaging has improved
efficiencies and enabled faster Claims settlements.

The event was well attended, with 50 participants spanning 22 companies participating. Attendee
feedback was extremely positive, confirming that the presentations were clear and at a level that all
parties could understand. The presenters spoke clearly and were open to receiving questions and
answering them concisely on how ACORD messaging works.
The presentation gave a detailed insight on how the streamlined process works with diagrams that
were easy to understand and the benefits highlighted for all to see visually. The presentation also
advised how ACORD had grown and the additional benefits that the messaging service now provides.

“I particularly thought the TA only vs CM Optimisation
was interesting especially with the indicated faster
payment turnaround times and the increased potential
efficiency. Also seeing how ACORD deals with GDPR in
the messaging world, shows that they are looking into
best practices for the workplace. GDPR has been a big
issue in recent times”

Julie Gooch | Willis Towers Watson & Marketing Group Chair
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Ruschlikon France Implementation Group
This year, Insurers, Brokers, Reinsurers and Technology Providers active in the French Market met
twice for the regular Ruschlikon France meetings. Key agenda items included the appetite and
readiness of companies to engage in ACORD messaging. A benchmarking study on the
implementation efforts of Ruschlikon Best Practices and ACORD standards in the French market,
being conducted by Strada, a French service company, will detail the implementation efforts and
should be available for publication early summer.
A key enabling factor for ACORD based message exchange is the readiness of the technical
infrastructure. Such aspects will be described in detail in the “Ruschlikon France Technical Guide”
that was recently distributed to the community, and will soon be published on the Ruschlikon
website. The guide not only explains the background of Ruschlikon France, but also provides an
overview of all relevant technical documents and related links to Ruschlikon in general and the
ACORD assets. The guide is complemented by 23 APREF templates representing the use cases of the
French Market as well as their “transformation” into ACORD Messages with detailed process flows,
xml-examples and data mappings to the ACORD Data Dictionary.
ACORD also recently welcomed new members with French reinsurer CCR, and Technology Providers
C Consulting, Prima Solutions, Effisoft Group, RITA and Strada all joining as the desire for ACORD
based messaging and use of the ACORD standards within the French Market continues to expand.
Jürgen Heck | SCOR

Ruschlikon UK Implementation Group
RUKIG (the Ruschlikon UK Implementation Group) continues to grow and meet monthly in the
ACORD London offices. RUKIG aims to build new implementation relationships and expand existing
positions through collaboration between Brokers, Insurers and Reinsurers. New partners are always
welcome and the group has grown over the last year. Across 2018, RUKIG members saw throughput
volumes increase by around 20% but many partners reported volumes and values doubling in the
year.
Current focus items include expanding claims coverage and delivering the benefits associated with
the latest ACORD message upgrade. RUKIG also actively works with and supports the activities of the
London Market Target Operating Model (LM TOM) related to the Central Service Refresh
Programme; targeted with delivering e-Accounting for London Market Bureau business.
Richard Brame | Willis Towers Watson & Ruschlikon UK Implementation Group Chair

Ruschlikon Business Implementation Group
BIG continues to meet once per month via conference call and has a full day face to face meeting
planned to be held in Zurich on June 5th (ahead of the Ruschlikon 10-year anniversary General
Assembly on 6th June at the Swiss Re Centre for Global Dialogue in Rüschlikon). In preparation for
this, a number of subgroups are being conducted to finalise proposals on complex future
enhancements, with the aim of reviewing and agreeing these enhancements at the June face-to-face
meeting.
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In addition the group continues to monitor progress in migration to the latest version of the
standards (2016-10) and also the effectiveness of extended testing facilities added to the ACORD
Test Harness during 2018 that aim to help with this and future migrations between versions.
Phil Brown | ACORD Program Director, GRLC

Update on 2016-10 Implementation Plans
The Community is progressing forwards with the latest ACORD GRLC 2016-10 version. Willis Towers
Watson, Hannover Re, Swiss Re, Munich Re, SCOR & AXA XL Re are all live on the new version with
planned roll outs whilst Guy Carpenter are beginning bilateral testing ahead of a planned roll out
from the middle of 2019. Other Ruschlikon members continue to utilise the extended testing function
with the ACORD Test Harness, as the community strives to reduce the level of bilateral testing efforts
with business partners.

Closing Remarks
We hope you have enjoyed reading, and we are looking forward to seeing many faces from the
community, new and old, at this year’s General Assembly as we celebrate 10 years of working
together
If you have any thoughts, feedback or ideas to help shape the next edition, please do not hesitate to
come back to us.
LinkedIn page – make sure you are subscribed to the new page.
For any further information and supporting documentation, please visit www.ruschlikon.com
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